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Abstract

Carbon black suspensions exhibit complex, shear-dependent macroscopic properties that are a consequence of the state of the suspension
microstructure. In this work, the shear-induced microstructure of a model, reversible suspension of conductive carbon black in propylene car-
bonate is measured using simultaneous steady shear rheology and small angle neutron scattering. These experiments provide microstructural
evidence for a bifurcation in the rheological properties. We show that the demarcation line for this bifurcation is the inverse Bingham
number, Bi−1, which relates the magnitude of the stress response to an applied shear rate to the yield stress of the presheared suspension. At
high shear rates where Bi−1 > 1, the suspension flows homogeneously and exhibits a thixotropic response that arises due to the self-similar
breakdown of agglomerates with increasing shear rate. Conversely, at low shear rates where Bi−1 < 1, the applied shear drives the densification
and growth of these agglomerates. This densification process leads to a gravitationally driven instability resulting in an inhomogeneous
volume fraction distribution along the height of the geometry that is a function of both time under shear and shear rate. Under these shear con-
ditions, the suspension exhibits apparent rheopexy, or antithixotropy, where a significant decline in the viscosity is observed with a step down
in shear rate. The unique microstructural measurements presented here reconcile many observations in the literature regarding carbon black
suspensions, including an apparent shear-thickening behavior, tunability of both the yield stress and elasticity through shear history, and tran-
sient macroscopic properties. © 2019 The Society of Rheology. https://doi.org/10.1122/1.5071470

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of colloidal suspensions under flow plays an
important role in applications ranging from foodstuffs and
personal care products to cements and paints [1–3]. When
suspended, colloidal particles often exhibit attractive interac-
tions comparable to their thermal motion, where the relative
magnitude of the attraction determines the macroscopic prop-
erties of the suspension [4,5]. While significant effort has
been dedicated to understanding the properties of homoge-
neous suspensions with weak attractions [6,7], the behavior
of suspensions with strong attractions is less understood and
is often complicated by heterogeneities associated with phase
separation or sedimentation. In suspensions with strong,
long-range interparticle attractions, phase instabilities exist at
extremely low volume fractions such that a stable fluid phase
may not exist at relevant particle loadings. Under these con-
ditions, there is no well-defined equilibrium state and the
properties of the suspension become linked to the distribution
of floc sizes within the suspension. These flocs can be
restructured by the flow, which in turn affects the macro-
scopic properties of the suspension [8–11]. This restructuring
process can manifest itself in a variety of ways including

structural degradation [12–15], structural densification
[16,17], and flow-induced anisotropy [18–22]. While it is
generally assumed that this restructuring process dictates the
macroscopic properties of the suspension, direct measure-
ments of the presumed structure-property relationships and
the effects of shear history are necessary, but often lacking,
for improving the formulation and processing of colloidal
suspensions for a broad range of applications.

Carbon black suspensions are a highly relevant example
of thixotropic colloidal suspensions as they are used in
numerous technological applications ranging from inks and
tire rubbers to electrochemical energy storage devices
[23–26]. Key design parameters in these applications include
particle-matrix compatibility, suspension viscosity, and the
electrical conductivity of the suspension. These properties
depend on the microstructure and are subject to change
depending on the shear history. It has been widely reported
that carbon black suspensions tend to form stable gels with a
finite yield stress and elasticity at intermediate weight frac-
tions of a few percent solids [5,27]. Upon cessation of shear,
these gels recover quickly and exhibit quiescent properties,
such as a yield stress and conductivity, that depend on the
flow history [28,29]. For example, a “tunable yield stress”
that increases with increasing preshear intensity has been
observed by Ovarlez et al. for a suspension of carbon black
in mineral oil. This was attributed to an increase in the
degree of jamming with increasing shear intensity [28].
When shear is applied, these suspensions flow with a shear-
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thinning behavior that is consistent with structural breakdown
of the carbon black agglomerates present within the suspen-
sion. This breakdown process has been widely accepted as a
thixotropic process, where a time-dependent microstructural
transition leads to a transient increase in viscosity with
decreasing shear intensity [30–32]. However, for suspensions
of carbon black in a mineral oil and tetradecane blend, Negi
and Osuji have shown that at shear conditions near a critical
stress, the viscosity undergoes an apparent shear-thickening
transition [33]. Additionally, for a suspension of carbon
black in an ethylene carbonate and dimethyl carbonate blend,
Narayanan et al. have shown a similar thickening behavior
where an increase in preshear intensity leads to an increase in
the intrinsic flow curve viscosity [34]. Simultaneous optical
and rheological measurements performed by Osuji et al. on
carbon black in tetradecane show that at low shear rates, a
loosely connected network of dense flocs is formed, which
then transforms into a dense network of finely dispersed
agglomerates at shear rates above the shear-thickening transi-
tion [35]. This structural transformation suggests that this
apparent shear-thickening transition arises due to a change in
hydrodynamic volume fraction between low and high shear
rates [19,33,35]. This microstructural transition is rheopectic,
or antithixotropic, such that a time-dependent decrease in vis-
cosity is measured with a step down in shear rate [28,29].
Furthermore, for carbon black suspended in mineral oil,
Helal et al. have observed a significantly lower conductivity
and yield stress plateau when performing flow cessations
over longer periods of time [29]. This transient behavior was
attributed to a microstructural evolution at low shear intensi-
ties, such that weaker, less conductive gels are formed by
shearing at low intensities for longer times [29].

Despite these observations and many related studies
aimed at understanding the macroscopic properties of carbon
black suspensions under flow, measurements of the purported
microstructural basis for this shear-induced behavior remain
largely a matter of conjecture. To resolve this, we directly
measure structure-property relationships in such suspensions
by performing a series of in situ Rheo-small angle neutron
scattering (Rheo-SANS) experiments on a model carbon
black suspension that exhibits an apparent shear-thickening
behavior, a tunable yield stress, and transient macroscopic
properties. These experiments are twofold: Rheo-uSANS
experiments were performed to thoroughly characterize the
quasisteady state microstructure of the suspension over a
broad range of applied shear rates, and spatiotemporally
resolved Rheo-SANS measurements were performed to
investigate the local volume fraction distribution of carbon
black as a function of Couette height, shear rate, and shear
time. Results from these experiments enable the development
of a quantitative understanding of the complex effect of
shear-induced microstructural rearrangements on the time-
dependent rheological behavior of these suspensions.
Complementary rheo-electric measurements performed in a
custom designed smooth-wall Couette and rheological tests
performed in a rough-wall Couette further confirm our micro-
structural characterization. From these measurements, we
identify two shear-dependent microstructural trajectories that
are demarcated by the inverse Bingham number, Bi−1.

Results from these experiments not only validate previous
observations about the shear-induced structure of carbon
black suspensions, but also show that under certain condi-
tions, these suspensions exhibit concentration gradients
driven by sedimentation, which further contribute to the
apparent macroscopic properties.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Sample preparation

The carbon black used in this study is Vulcan XC-72
(Cabot Corporation). The hierarchical structure of this
high-structured conductive carbon black consists of porous,
spherical primary particles with Rpp = 20 nm. These primary
particles are fused together to form fractal primary aggregates
with a hydrodynamic radius of RH = 135 nm and a fractal
dimension of Df = 2.7 [27]. Suspensions of Vulcan XC-72 in
neat propylene carbonate exhibit long-range attractions and
short range repulsions, where the Hamaker constant is
expected to be roughly 27 kBT and the zeta potential is mea-
sured as ζ =−20mV [27,36]. As the volume fraction is
increased, these primary aggregates form micrometer-sized
agglomerates in suspension which eventually grow in size and
jam to form a system spanning network at feff = 0.23 [27].
Previous neutron scattering and dynamic light scattering mea-
surements confirm that in dilute suspension Vulcan XC-72 is
colloidally stable with a well-characterized hydrodynamic
size [27]. The suspension was prepared in the gel phase at
feff = 0.274 (8.0 wt%, fCB = 0.056) of Vulcan XC-72 carbon
black in propylene carbonate (Acros, ηm = 0.0026 Pa s, dielec-
tric constant, ε = 64, ρ = 1.204 g cm−3) using a Silverson L4RT
high-shear homogenizer with a square hole high-shear screen
set at 7000 rpm (733 rad/s) for 10 min. This high-shear homog-
enization is similar to what has been implemented previously
by Dullaert and Mewis with the purpose of fully dispersing
carbon black particles in a similar suspension, leading to a
reversible, thixotropic dispersion [37].

B. Rheological measurements

The carbon black suspension was rehomogenized for
5 min prior to loading into the rheometer. All rheological
measurements were prefaced with a conditioning step where
twenty 30 s flow ramps from 500 to 0.1 s−1 were performed
followed by a waiting period of 20 min. After this waiting
period, the material was sheared at a shear rate of 2500 s−1

until a steady stress was achieved. This conditioning protocol
was designed to erase any structural memory of the high-
shear homogenization protocol and remove effects of sample
loading. Rheological characterization was performed using a
TA Instruments DHR-3 stress-controlled rheometer with a
42 mm long sandblasted Couette geometry [outer diameter
(OD) = 30 mm, inner diameter (ID) = 28 mm, truncation
gap = 6 mm]. Experiments were performed by applying a
600 s preshear at 2500 s−1 to return the suspension to a
similar structural state prior to each measurement, followed
by a long shear step for 2000 s where the transient material
response was recorded.
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The yield stress of the presheared suspension was deter-
mined by performing creep experiments. In this protocol, the
response of the suspension was probed under applied stress
values in 5 Pa increments from 70 to 110 Pa. Prior to each
applied stress, the suspension was sheared at 2500 s−1 for
600 s and allowed to rest for 60 s. This preshear step was
used to rejuvenate the sample between each step so that both
the stress and the structure returned to the same state prior to
each applied shear stress. The yielding behavior is time
dependent and depending on the time window chosen for the
measurement, the value of the yield stress may change
[38,39]. Our presheared suspension exhibits a yield stress
between 70 and 90 Pa (Fig. S.1 [63]). Further creep experi-
ments were performed using a similar protocol with different
preshear shear rates.

C. Rheo-electric measurements

Simultaneous steady shear rheology and impedance spec-
troscopy measurements were performed using an ARES G2
strain-controlled rheometer equipped with a 34 mm long
custom built Couette geometry (OD = 27 mm, ID = 26 mm,
truncation gap = 0.05 mm) [40,41]. The electrical properties
of the suspension under shear were probed in the shear gradi-
ent direction, between the walls of the cup and bob. The
impedance spectroscopy measurements were made using an
Agilent 4980A LCR meter by performing logarithmically
spaced frequency sweeps from 20 Hz to 2MHz. The imped-
ance magnitude and phase shift measured from the test were
corrected for open and short circuit calibrations, and a stan-
dard salt solution was used to determine the cell constant of
the Couette. Typical measurements are shown in Fig. S.3
[63]. At low frequencies, the response is dominated by elec-
trode polarization, which arises due to ion buildup at the
electrode/electrolyte interface. At higher frequencies, the
effect of electrode polarization is minimized and the response
represents contributions from both ionic and electronic
charge carriers. Therefore, to evaluate the conductivity of the
suspension under shear, a moderate frequency of f = 20 kHz
was chosen [27]. These experiments were performed using
identical protocols as those used in determining the steady
shear behavior on the DHR-3 rheometer.

D. Rheo-uSANS measurements

Ultra small angle neutron scattering (uSANS) measure-
ments were performed on the BT5 instrument at the NIST
Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, MD, USA
[42]. The experiment utilized five buffers to measure the full
q-range from 1 × 10−3 > q > 3 × 10−5 Å−1, where q = 4π/λ
sin(θ/2) with λ = 2.4 Å and Δλ /λ = 6%. Rheo-uSANS experi-
ments were performed by positioning an Anton-Paar
MCR-301 stress-controlled rheometer equipped with a quartz
cup and 60 mm long titanium bob (OD = 29 mm, ID = 28
mm, truncation gap = 0.05 mm) between the monochromator
and analyzer crystals in the neutron beam line and aligned in
the flow-vorticity (1–3) plane. Thus, the reported scattering
intensity is acquired with a scattering vector along the shear
direction [43,44]. To increase the neutron flux, the uSANS
instrument uses a vertical slit collimated neutron beam,

resulting in a high q-resolution in the horizontal direction
and a lower q-resolution in the vertical direction. Therefore,
the scattered intensity collected for a single slit smeared
q-value has contributions from a wider q-range that is mainly
determined by the vertical q-resolution of the uSANS instru-
ment [42,45]. Due to this slit smearing, any evidence of
shear-induced anisotropy in the scattering is masked
[42,46,47]. The scattering data were reduced to absolute
scale using standard procedures contained within the IGOR
Pro reduction macros [45]. Data were fit to the Beaucage
model [48,49] using the SASVIEW software package [50] to
extract the shear rate dependence of the radius of gyration of
carbon black agglomerates. Fits and detailed fit information
are shown in Fig. S.4 and Table S.1 [63]. Prior to any tests,
the conditioning protocol for steady shear rheological mea-
surements was performed. Further rheological measurements
were carried out in a similar manner as for the steady shear
rheology measurements where a 2500 s−1 preshear step was
followed by shearing at the selected shear rate for up to 1400
s, then sheared for roughly 10 000 s while structural data were
measured. This preshear step rejuvenates the sample between
each measured shear rate and allows for comparison across
multiple measurements. The collected rheological data show
small fluctuations that are not observed in other rheological
data and are, therefore, attributed to instrumental effects from
the specific rheometer and geometry used.

E. Spatiotemporally resolved Rheo-SANS
measurements

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) measurements
were performed on the NG3 vSANS diffractometer at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research in Gaithersburg, MD,
USA. The measurements were performed over a q-range of
3 × 10−1 > q > 1.4 × 10−3 Å−1, with λ = 6 Å and Δλ /λ = 12%.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the experiment where an
Anton-Paar MCR-501 stress-controlled rheometer equipped
with a 36 mm long titanium Couette geometry (OD = 29 mm,

FIG. 1. Diagram of Rheo-SANS experiment where the Couette height is
shown as h0 = 36 mm and the measurable Couette region from h/h0 = 0.75 to
h/h0 = 0.25 is highlighted. The incident beam is directed through the Couette
geometry in the radial plane. Neutrons are transmitted through the Couette
and are collected on a 2D detector as a scattering pattern.
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ID = 28 mm, truncation gap = 0.09 mm) is positioned in the
flow-vorticity (1–3) plane in the neutron beam line with a
horizontal slit aperture of 1 mm tall by 5 mm wide. The
length of the Couette is defined as h0 = 36 mm and measure-
ments performed at different heights along the Couette are
defined as different values of h/h0. To perform discrete
height scans, the rheometer was translated vertically to adjust
the position of the rheometer with respect to the beam. Due
to variations in thickness of titanium along the length of the
bob (Fig. S.2 [63]), the measurable region for height scans
was found to be between h/h0 = 0.25 and h/h0 = 0.75, such
that the top and bottom 25% of the volume fraction profile in
the geometry was not measured. During the height scans,
scattering patterns were measured in 20 s increments at 10
discrete heights while the material was sheared at a steady
rate. Accounting for the time required for vertical translation,
each vertical scan was approximately 500 s long. These verti-
cal scans from h/h0 = 0.75 to h/h0 = 0.25 were performed
repeatedly for the duration of the run. This resulted in a total
of 10 vertical scans and a measurement period of 5000 s for
each shear rate. The scattering data were reduced to absolute
scale using standard procedures and IGOR PRO reduction
macros. In situ rheological measurements consisted of a 2500 s−1

preshear step followed by a shear step at the selected shear
rate for approximately 5000 s with height scans performed
during both the preshear and steady shear steps.

The scattering measurements performed during the spatio-
temporally resolved Rheo-SANS experiments are used to
probe the structure of the carbon black suspension as a func-
tion of time, shear rate, and position along the Couette
height. The measured scattering intensity, I(q), is related to
the structure of the suspension as follows [51,52]:

I(q) ¼ w(Δρ)2VpP(q)S(q)þ Ib: (1)

In Eq. (1), w is the volume fraction of scattering objects in
the beam, Δρ is the difference in scattering length densities
between the two phases in the suspension, Vp is the volume
of the primary carbon black aggregates, and Ib is the incoher-
ent background. P(q) is the form factor contribution to the
scattering from immutable building blocks of the suspension,
which in this case are the primary carbon black aggregates
[27]. A fit to the form factor contribution is shown in
Fig. 2(a). This form factor was found by measuring the scat-
tering from a dilute suspension of Vulcan XC-72 in propyl-
ene carbonate and fitting to a modified Teixeira fractal model
as described by Richards et al. [27]. S(q) is the structure
factor contribution to the scattering that arises due to interac-
tions between primary aggregates. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the
effect of the structure factor can be observed at low q and has
no influence on the scattering at q > 6 × 10−3 Å−1 where the
structure is described solely by the form factor, P(q).

Equation (1) is interpreted to indicate that, in the absence
of any changes in the microstructure, the effect of a change
in w due to sedimentation will be measurable at all q as a ver-
tical shift in intensity. This change in w can be quantified by
calculating the scattering invariant, which requires an integra-
tion from q = 0 to q = infinity [51,52]. However, it is also
possible to isolate this volume fraction effect from any shear-
induced structural changes and measure the extent of the sed-
imentation by examining the magnitude of the intensity at a
q-range, where S(q)→ 1 [27]. These two analyses provide
similar results, but due to the limited q-range of this measure-
ment, the latter analysis is used here. The scattered intensity
is observed to follow the form factor, P(q), for q > 6 × 10−3

Å−1 [Fig. 2(a)]. Therefore, to examine and quantify changes
in I(q) due to changes in w, the background subtracted inten-
sity is integrated from 0.008 < q < 0.03 Å−1, where S(q)→ 1.
This integral, I*, is used to calculate a normalized volume
fraction, ŵCB, as follows:

FIG. 2. (a) I(q)–Ibkd plotted against q, summarizing a combination of Rheo-SANS and Rheo-uSANS experiments performed on a suspension of Vulcan
XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with weff = 0.274. Pinhole smeared SANS measurements are shown with desmeared uSANS measurements. The
primary aggregate form factor is shown in black circles. Shear-dependent scattering is shown from measurements at 2500 s−1 (blue triangles) and at 400 s−1

(red pentagons), and the q-range where ŵCB is measured is highlighted, (b)–(g) the progression of the background subtracted intensity in the highlighted region
in (a) as I(q) × q4 plotted against q at different heights and times, where (b)–(d) are measured at 2500 s−1 and (e)–(g) at 400 s−1.
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ŵCB ¼ I� h=h0; t; _γð Þ
I�preshear _γð Þ

D E : (2)

From Eq. (2), ŵCB is the integral calculated at each height,
time, and shear rate divided by the average integral calculated
for the suspension during the preshear at all heights. In this
way, ŵCB is a measure of the relative change in carbon black
volume fraction in the neutron beam with respect to the pre-
shear distribution.

To illustrate the changes that occur due to sedimentation,
a data set collected at different heights in the Couette and
shear times for shear rates of 2500 s−1 and 400 s−1 are
plotted in Figs. 2(b)–2(d) and Figs. 2(e)–2(g), respectively.
The changes in background subtracted intensity that occur
due to sedimentation are emphasized in the Porod plot of I(q)
*q4 vs q shown in Figs. 2(b)–2(g). In this q region, the inten-
sity scales linearly with the volume fraction of dispersed
phase particles [51,52]. These results show that at a high
shear rate of 2500 s−1, the volume fraction appears indepen-
dent of shear time and height in the Couette. However, at a
low shear rate of 400 s−1, the volume fraction is a function
of both the shear time and height, and further, the middle
region of the Couette experiences a more significant
change with time. Measurements such as those presented in
Figs. 2(b)–2(g) were performed over a range of vertical
positions in the Couette, shear rates, and time to determine
sample heterogeneity.

III. RESULTS

A. Steady-state flow curve

The transient stress response over a broad range of applied
shear rates is shown in Fig. 3(a), where a preshear of
2500 s−1 is applied to rejuvenate the sample before each

shear test. Two distinctly different transient stress responses
are observed. For shear rates above 500 s−1, the stress
response exhibits an initial transient behavior that evolves to
a quasisteady stress response after less than 500 s of steady
shear. At shear rates of 250 s−1 and below, however, a large,
transient stress decay is evident. Additionally, at shear rates
below 250 s−1, a steady stress is never fully achieved even
after 2000 s of shearing.

The observed bifurcation in the rheological response of
the suspension is characterized by plotting the stress and vis-
cosity for each applied shear rate at different times through-
out the flow start-up as presented in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c),
respectively. For this presentation, three times were selected:
0 s, 500 s, and 1800 s. These times were chosen to emphasize
rheological properties of the presheared suspension, the sus-
pension after adjusting to the new applied shear rate, and the
suspension at long times. The instantaneous stress response
(red circles) shows an apparent yield stress plateau of 88 Pa
at low shear rates, which is consistent with the range in yield
stress between 70 and 90 Pa that was independently mea-
sured for the presheared suspension (Fig. S.1 [63]). Using
this value of 88 Pa as the “true” yield stress of the presheared
suspension, σy, a dimensionless group known as the inverse
Bingham number, Bi−1= σ/σy, is calculated. The inverse
Bingham number is defined as the ratio of the measured or
applied shear stress to the yield stress and is used to distin-
guish between the two flow regimes. To highlight the differ-
ences between the two flow regimes, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) are
plotted with closed symbols for points evaluated at Bi−1 > 1
and open symbols for points evaluated at Bi−1 < 1, where the
apparent response is an averaged value over the entire
Couette height.

From Fig. 3(b), it is apparent that the stress at Bi−1 > 1
does not change significantly in time and exhibits a similar
power-law behavior with shear rate at all times evaluated.
However, at low shear rates, where Bi−1 < 1, the apparent

FIG. 3. (a) Time-dependent stress response measured after the standard preshear protocol for a range of shear rates from 2500 s−1 to 5 s−1 for a suspension of
Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with weff = 0.274. The yield stress range measured in Fig. S.1 [63] is shown as a red highlighted region
from 70 to 90 Pa. (b) Measured stress plotted against shear rate with the right axis shown as the inverse Bingham number, Bi−1= σ/σy and (c) viscosity plotted
against shear rate extracted from the time-dependent stress shown in (a). The stress and viscosity at t = 0 s (red circles) were obtained by extrapolating the time-
dependent stress response using an exponential fit. At low shear rates, the t = 0 s stress plateaus at an apparent yield stress of 88 Pa. The stress and viscosity is
also plotted at 500 s (blue triangles) and 1800 s (yellow squares). Open and closed symbols are used to differentiate between values taken while the material is
undergoing flow at Bi−1 less than and greater than 1, respectively.
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stress decreases by over an order of magnitude in the first
500 s and continues to decrease at a slower rate throughout
the measurement period. The transition between the two tran-
sient behaviors is notable in the flow curve and is consistent
with the rheological behavior reported by Ovarlez et al. for a
suspension of carbon black in mineral oil [28]. As presented
in Fig. 3(c), an apparent shear-thickening transition similar to
that observed by Osuji et al. [35] emerges at a shear rate of
about 250 s−1 upon transitioning from shear conditions
where Bi−1 < 1 to Bi−1 > 1. Additionally, an increase in the
intensity of the shear-thickening transition is observed with
longer shear times. Thus, our suspension exhibits many of
the interesting, nontrivial shear-history dependent rheological
behaviors reported in the literature.

B. A tunable yield stress

It has been observed for many thixotropic and rheopectic
suspensions that the apparent yield stress of the suspension is
tunable and is dependent on the flow history [28,29,53]. It is
reported for these suspensions that both the time and inten-
sity of the preshear are important in determining the macro-
scopic properties. To demonstrate the tunability of the
apparent yield stress of this suspension, creep experiments
were performed after a 600 s preshear at two shear rates,
1000 s−1 and 100 s−1, or where Bi−1 > 1 and Bi−1 < 1,
respectively, where the “true” yield stress of the suspen-
sion, σy = 88 Pa is used to calculate Bi−1. After preshearing
at 1000 s−1, where the average stress response is 157 Pa
(Bi−1 = 1.8), the suspension exhibits a transition from solid-
to liquid-like behavior at applied stresses above 75 Pa, as
seen in Fig. 4(a). This yielding transition occurs at stresses
comparable to the yield stress of the presheared suspension
(Fig. S.1 [63]). When the preshear is lowered to 100 s−1,
where the quasisteady stress response is 24 Pa (Bi−1 = 0.3),
the yielding behavior occurs at applied stresses between 10
and 25 Pa as seen in Fig. 4(b). Therefore, the shear-history
dependent yield stress measured after preshearing at a shear
rate where Bi−1 < 1 is significantly lower than that measured
at a shear rate where Bi−1 > 1. Regardless of the preshear
intensity, the suspension is unable to undergo slow flow and

instead flows at high shear rates of 100 s−1 and greater. This
behavior is a trademark of viscosity bifurcation and is consis-
tent with observations by Ovarlez et al. for carbon black sus-
pensions and is also commonly observed for other thixotropic
suspensions [28,53].

C. Stress-conductivity connection

It has also been reported that the electrical properties of
carbon black suspensions depend on both the intensity and
duration of the applied shear [29,34,54,55]. To investigate
this behavior and its relation to the microstructure of carbon
black suspensions, rheo-electrical measurements were per-
formed in both flow regimes using a custom-made Couette
geometry [40,41]. Figure 5 shows the rheo-electric behavior
measured after preshearing at 2500 s−1 for 600 s and step-
ping to shear rates of 2500 s−1, where Bi−1 > 1 (black circles
and lines) and 250 s−1, where Bi−1 < 1 (red triangles and
lines). The apparent stress response plotted as Bi−1 is shown
as lines and the apparent conductivity, κ, measured at a fre-
quency of f = 20 kHz is shown as symbols with dashed
lines. For Bi−1 > 1, the suspension exhibits a constant con-
ductivity and stress response in the entire measurement
window, as was seen in the rheological data shown in
Fig. 3(a). For Bi−1 < 1, however, both the apparent stress
response and conductivity decrease by about an order of
magnitude in the first 200 s of shearing and then transition
to a more moderate decline that extends to long times. The
similarity in the transience for the apparent stress and con-
ductivity indicate that these two macroscopic properties are
closely linked to one another, as was previously hypothe-
sized for other suspensions of carbon black [29,34,54,55].
Helal et al. reported similar rheo-electric behavior by
ramping from high to low shear stresses at different rates. In
these experiments, it was shown that slower ramps lead to
less conductive gels with lower viscosities [29]. This time-
dependent behavior was also observed by Narayanan et al.,
who measured a transient increase in resistance upon step-
ping down in shear rate [34]. These measurements provide
indirect evidence for a transient microstructural evolution
under shear, but a full understanding of this microstructural

FIG. 4. Creep tests performed on a suspension of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with weff = 0.274 after different preshear shear rates
where the response to applied stresses ranging from 1 Pa to 200 Pa is plotted as shear rate against time, (a) response after 1000 s−1 preshear and (b) response
after 100 s−1 preshear.
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behavior and how it specifically influences the shear-history
dependent macroscopic properties of the suspension requires
in situ measurements, as discussed below.

D. Structural interrogation using Rheo-uSANS

To measure the microstructural origin of the observed
macroscopic behavior and thus, establish structure-property
relationships, Rheo-uSANS experiments were performed to
directly evaluate the structural evolution of carbon black
agglomerates under steady shear flow. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
shear-induced structural changes occur at length scales that
are accessible by uSANS experiments, but not SANS. In
these experiments, the nontrivial link between the two
observed trajectories in macroscopic behavior and the yield
stress of the suspension was investigated by measuring the
microstructure at a set of applied steady shear rates where
Bi−1 > 1 and Bi−1 < 1.

1. Shear-induced structure at Bi−1 > 1

The stress response from a series of shear rates where
Bi−1 > 1 is reported in Fig. 6(a). Consistent with the mea-
sured rheological behavior shown in Fig. 3(a), after a brief
adjustment to a change in shear rate, the stress response is
steady over the entire 4-h time window of the Rheo-uSANS
measurement with small fluctuations that arise due to instru-
mental artifacts. The inset of Fig. 6(a) shows the steady shear
viscosity, which exhibits a shear-thinning behavior where the
viscosity scales with the shear rate as _γ�0:74. The preshear
response is shown at t < 0 s where the same stress value is
reproducibly achieved before each shear rate measured, indi-
cating that the same structure is achieved prior to each test.
The dashed vertical line indicates the time of the start of the
uSANS measurement.

Figure 6(b) shows the measured scattering intensity, I(q),
plotted against q measured at each shear rate in this range. It

has been established in prior work that attractive interactions
between primary aggregates lead to phase instabilities in this
suspension, which induce the formation of carbon black
agglomerates [27]. These agglomerates are comprised of many
primary aggregates that are joined together by intra-agglomerate
associations. As shown in Fig. 6(b) by the systematic reduc-
tion in scattering intensity with increasing shear rate at low q,
these intra-agglomerate associations break under shear, leading
to an expected increase in the erosion of agglomerates with
increasing shear rate [12–15]. The rate-independent scattering
at higher q reflects the internal structure of these agglomerates,
which is relatively open and unchanging with shear rate as
observed by a constant power-law slope of about −1.9
between the scattering intensity and q at all shear rates. The
scattering data shown in Fig. 6(b) were fit (Fig. S.4 and
Table S.1 [63]) to extract a radius of gyration, Rg , of carbon
black agglomerates at each shear rate in this flow regime
[48,49]. The fitted values are plotted against the applied shear
rate in the inset of Fig. 6(a) and show a scaling with shear rate
as _γ�0:26. By comparing the shear rate dependence of the vis-
cosity and the radius of gyration, it is found that a relationship
exists where the viscosity roughly scales as Rg

3, as expected
for systems dominated by hydrodynamic drag [8].

2. Shear-induced structure at Bi−1 < 1

The apparent stress response measured during Rheo-uSANS
at shear rates for Bi−1 < 1 is reported in Fig. 7(a), where rheo-
logical behavior consistent with that shown in Fig. 3(a) is
observed. Additionally, the apparent rheological response mea-
sured at 2500 s−1 from Fig. 6(a) is plotted for reference. These
measurements show several abrupt increases in stress that are
attributed to instrumental artifacts. Importantly, a steady shear
stress is not achieved in these measurements. The vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 7(a) mark the beginning of the uSANS
measurement such that the scattering shown in Fig. 7(b) for
Bi−1 < 1 is from quasisteady structures measured after the
initial, rapid decline in apparent stress. Again, between each
measured shear rate, a 2500 s−1 preshear successfully rejuve-
nates the sample to a nearly equivalent structural state. The
transient apparent viscosity is plotted as an inset in Fig. 7(a) to
show its evolution as a function of shear time and shear rate.

The shear-dependent scattering, plotted as open symbols
in Fig. 7(b), shows a distinctly different behavior than what
was measured at Bi−1 > 1, where the data for 2500 s−1 are
reproduced from Fig. 6(b) for reference. Most evident is the
significantly greater scattering intensity at low q with a
strong power-law decay [I(q)∼ q−3.6], which is indicative of
surface scattering from large objects [56]. Thus, instead of
the micrometer-sized agglomerates that form at Bi−1 > 1, the
agglomerates formed at Bi−1 < 1 have sizes that exceed the
q-range of the uSANS instrument (>15 μm). These agglom-
erates are more compact than those formed at Bi−1 > 1 as
indicated by the decrease in intensity at higher q, which
arises due to short range repulsions between primary aggre-
gates. Similar structural growth accompanied by local densifi-
cation processes have been observed previously by Rueb and
Zukoski who used neutron scattering to measure the shear-
dependent structure of octadecyl silica particles [16], by

FIG. 5. Results from rheo-electric measurements performed on a suspension
of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with weff = 0.274 in
both flow regimes. Lines represent the transient stress plotted as Bi−1 and
markers with dashed lines represent the conductivity measured at 20 kHz.
Measurements were performed at applied shear rates of 2500 s−1 (black
circles and lines) and 250 s−1 (red triangles and lines).
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Koumakis et al. who performed rheo-confocal experiments on
a colloid-polymer gel at low shear rates [57], and by Osuji et al.
who imaged sheared carbon black suspensions [19,35]. These
measurements, along with previous static measurements of
suspensions of Vulcan XC-72 in propylene carbonate [27],
provide further evidence for the formation of large-scale dense
structures in the suspension. The slit smeared line scan inherent
to the uSANS instrument precludes a more detailed analysis of
the microstructure under these conditions, including detecting
any shear-induced anisotropy.

In this flow regime, the suspension behaves rheopectically
as indicated by over an order of magnitude decrease in the
apparent viscosity upon stepping down in shear rate. This
rheopectic behavior is driven by the densification and growth

of macroscopic agglomerates, which leads to expulsion of
propylene carbonate from the internal volume of the agglom-
erates. This restructuring causes a decrease in the hydrody-
namic volume fraction and a lower apparent viscosity despite
the growing size of agglomerates. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that the decline in apparent stress that occurs prior to
achieving a quasisteady state stress is directly related to the
structural transformation from the loose, open agglomerates
formed for Bi−1 > 1 to the large, dense agglomerates formed
for Bi−1 < 1. Although the structures formed under these con-
ditions appear to be relatively insensitive to shear rate, the
transient apparent viscosity shows that the characteristic time
of this restructuring process depends on the magnitude of the
applied shear rate.

FIG. 6. Results from a Rheo-uSANS measurement performed at high shear rates on a suspension of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with
weff = 0.274. (a) Time-dependent stress response measured during the Rheo-uSANS experiment plotted as Bi−1. The region to the left of the dashed line shows
the stress response to a 600 s preshear at 2500 s−1 and then a 600 s preshear at the shear rate measured. The region to the right of the dashed line shows the mea-
sured stress response during the uSANS measurement. Inset: measured viscosity and fitted radius of gyration plotted against shear rate. (b) Slit smeared scatter-
ing data shown as intensity, I(q), plotted against q measured at different shear rates with the corresponding stress response shown in (a).

FIG. 7. Results from a Rheo-uSANS measurement performed at low shear rates on a suspension of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with
weff = 0.274. (a) Time-dependent apparent stress response measured during the Rheo-uSANS experiment plotted as Bi−1. The first 2600 s (left of the dashed
line) show the apparent stress response to a 1200 s preshear at 2500 s−1 and then a 1400 s preshear at the shear rate measured. The apparent stress response to
the right of the dashed line shows the apparent stress response during the uSANS measurement. Inset: apparent viscosity plotted against time measured during
the Rheo-uSANS experiment. (b) Slit smeared scattering data shown as intensity, I(q), plotted against q measured at different shear rates with the corresponding
stress response shown in (a).
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E. Investigating volume fraction heterogeneities
using Rheo-SANS

Our steady shear measurements show that at applied shear
rates such that Bi−1 < 1, the apparent stress response exhibits
two behaviors. The first is observed at short times, where the
stress decreases nearly an order of magnitude over relatively
short time scales. Rheo-uSANS measurements show that this
rapid decrease in stress is a signature of the densification and
growth of agglomerates. The second behavior is the steady
decline in stress observed after the initial restructuring
period. It is known that sedimentation of non-Brownian parti-
cles can lead to an apparent shear-thinning behavior [58].
Therefore, it is likely that the apparent long-lived stress
decline is due to sedimentation of the large, dense agglomer-
ates formed at Bi−1 < 1. To investigate this, spatiotemporally
resolved Rheo-SANS experiments were performed.

A heat map [Fig. 8(a)] of the volume fraction distribution
in the Couette for a shear rate of 400 s−1 (i.e., where Bi−1 < 1)
is plotted as ŵCB as a function of both the normalized height
in the Couette, h/h0, and scan number such that each pixel
corresponds to a ŵCB value measured at a specific height and
time. The heat map is defined by the color legend shown on
the right where the lowest value of ŵCB corresponds to a
purple hue and the highest to a dark red hue. Averaged
values for ŵCB were taken at h/h0 = 0.5 (dashed line) at each
scan and plotted with the apparent stress response as Bi−1

against time in Fig. 8(b). In Fig. 8(a), during the first 500 s
long scan, the volume fraction distribution does not change
significantly from the preshear distribution, while the appar-
ent stress shown in Fig. 8(b) decreases significantly. After
500 s, the apparent stress continues to decline at a slower
pace along with ŵCB at h/h0 = 0.5. During this measurement,
a carbon black lean region develops at h/h0 = 0.58, which
extends over a larger area of the Couette with prolonged
shear.

The observed correspondence between the slow apparent
stress decline at long times and the development of spatial

heterogeneities within the Couette height indicates that sedi-
mentation plays an important role in the transient stress
response. To emphasize the extent of sedimentation that
occurs for Bi−1 < 1, a photograph has been provided as an
inset in Fig. 8(b), which shows the Couette geometry several
minutes after shear is stopped at the end of an experiment.
This image shows a banded region near the middle of the
Couette that contains no carbon black surrounded by two
carbon black rich regions. This banded region is not observed
while the suspension is under shear and develops after shear
has stopped. Our results suggest that this apparent gel frac-
ture is due to the depletion of carbon black in the center of
the Couette so that the depleted region is unstable and falls
to join the lower region, while the upper region remains
pinned by the upper free surface.

To further examine the relationship between applied shear
rate and sedimentation, similar heat maps were generated at
all measured shear rates as shown in Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8(a),
each panel is comprised of a series of pixels that each repre-
sent a value of ŵCB at a specific Couette height (y-axis) and
scan number (x-axis). These experiments were performed in
the same manner where each vertical scan is 500 s long and
the entire measurement period is 5000 s long. The panels are
divided into the two flow regimes where data measured at
Bi−1 < 1 and Bi−1 > 1 are on the top and bottom row, respec-
tively. At Bi−1 < 1, ŵCB is a strong function of the Couette
height and shear time, as well as the applied shear rate. At
100 s−1, a clear gradient develops from low to high ŵCB

with decreasing Couette height. At shear rates from 250 to
500 s−1, a carbon black lean region develops in the middle of
the Couette as the particles move outside of the measurable
window and presumably to the bottom 25% of the Couette.
For Bi−1 > 1, ŵCB varies only slightly along the height of the
Couette, but does not vary with shear time, indicating that
the volume fraction distribution is stable. The relationship
between the applied shear rate and the volume fraction distri-
bution is complex and is dependent on several factors includ-
ing the shear-induced microstructure and the ability for shear

FIG. 8. Results from a Rheo-SANS measurement performed at 400 s−1 on a suspension of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with
weff = 0.274. (a) ŵCB as a function of both the scan number and the normalized Couette height, h/h0 (see Fig. 1). The legend on the right is used to depict different
values of ŵCB where red corresponds to the highest ŵCB values and purple to the lowest ŵCB values. Each vertical scan lasts approximately 500 s. (b) The apparent
stress response plotted as Bi−1 (black line) measured during the height scans and ŵCB measured at h/h0 = 0.5 (red line and circles) plotted against measurement
time. Inset: image of the suspension in the Couette geometry several minutes after shear is stopped.
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to homogenize the suspension. These measurements show
that the growth and densification of agglomerates gives rise
to sedimentation, which results in an apparent thinning of the
suspension with increased shear time. Further, the data at
Bi−1 > 1 show that heterogeneities can be reversibly elimi-
nated via the preshear of 2500 s−1.

IV. DISCUSSION

The observations presented here show that two distinct
trajectories in both the macroscopic properties and the micro-
structure of sheared carbon black suspensions can be demar-
cated using the inverse Bingham number, Bi−1= σ/σy. For
Bi−1 > 1, open, branched agglomerates undergo a self-similar
breakdown with increasing shear rate. This microstructural
behavior is reflected in a reversible shear-thinning behavior
as well as a stable volume fraction distribution along the
height of the Couette. For Bi−1 < 1, shearing results in the
growth and densification of agglomerates. This results in a
rheopectic behavior where a decrease in the hydrodynamic
volume fraction dictates a decrease in the apparent viscosity.
During this restructuring process, inter-agglomerate bonds
are exchanged for intra-agglomerate bonds, resulting in a
weaker, more fragile gel whose elastic properties are depen-
dent on the degree of restructuring. This weakened network,
along with the increased size and density of the agglomer-
ates, cause a long-lived apparent stress response that arises
due to sedimentation.

Sedimentation of particles in suspension has been
observed previously for non-Brownian suspensions as well
as aggregating colloidal suspensions [58–61]. Acrivos et al.
have shown that for non-Brownian suspensions, a balance
between shear-induced diffusivity and sedimentation exists
so that the onset of sedimentation is predictable by the order
of magnitude of a modified Shields’ parameter, A, which
relates viscous forces to gravitational forces [58]. In this
model, when A is of order of magnitude greater than 1,
viscous forces dominate and the particles should resuspend
or remain suspended under shear, and when A is of order of

magnitude less than 1, gravitational forces dominate and the
suspension is expected to sediment under shear. The Shields’
parameter can be calculated for the suspension studied here
and can be used as a rule of thumb for predicting whether or
not sedimentation will occur. As shown in Eq. (3), this
parameter depends on the viscosity of the suspending
medium, ηm, the density difference between the two phases
in the suspension, Δρ ¼ ρparticle � ρmedium, the shear rate, _γ,
the gravitational constant, g, and the original thickness of the
resuspension layer, h0 [58].

A ¼ 9
2

ηm _γ

h0gΔρ
: (3)

An estimate of Shields’ parameter can be made for the struc-
tures formed at Bi−1 > 1 and Bi−1 < 1. For the original thick-
ness of the resuspension layer, h0, the height of the Couette
in the Rheo-SANS experiments is used so that h0 = 36 mm.
From this estimate, the shear rate, _γ, is set as the shear rates
bounding the two flow regimes, which are 500 s−1 and
400 s−1 for Bi−1 > 1 and Bi−1 < 1, respectively. To determine
the density of the agglomerates, ρparticle, a fractal dimension,
Df, and radius of gyration, Rg, is estimated for both flow
regimes. The open structures formed for Bi−1 > 1 are
assumed to have a fractal dimension of Df = 1.9 and a radius
of gyration of Rg = 2 μm. These values come from results
shown in Fig. 6. The agglomerates formed for Bi−1 < 1 are
outside of the size range measurable in uSANS (15 μm or
larger) and are more compact than the structures formed for
Bi−1 > 1. For the purpose of this estimation, the agglomerates
formed for Bi−1 < 1 are assumed to have a radius of gyration
of Rg = 15 μm and a fractal dimension of Df = 2.5. While this
estimation of the radius of gyration is a lower bound one
based on the resolution of uSANS, the order of magnitude of
A remains the same for values of Rg up to the size of the gap
(0.5 mm). The value for the fractal dimension used is reason-
able and has been previously reported by Rueb and Zukoski
for a sheared suspension of octadecyl silica particles [16].

FIG. 9. Results from a Rheo-SANS measurement performed at ten shear rates on a suspension of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with
weff = 0.274. Each panel shows ŵCB as a function of time and the normalized Couette height, h/h0, as shown by the coordinate system on the top right. The
color legend on the bottom right is used to depict different values of ŵCB, where red corresponds to the highest ŵCB values and purple to the lowest ŵCB values.
The top five panels are measured at shear rates where Bi−1 < 1 and the bottom five panels at shear rates where Bi−1 > 1.
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The radius of the gyration and fractal dimension are used to
calculate the volume fraction of carbon black in the internal
volume of an agglomerate, wCB, Ragg, as described in
Richards et al. [27]. Due to the porosity of the primary parti-
cles comprising the agglomerates [27] as well as their fractal
nature, wCB, Ragg is small and less than 0.1 in both flow
regimes. The calculated wCB, Ragg is used to calculate the
density of an agglomerate, ρparticle. Using these parameters,
the Shields’ parameter is of the order of magnitude 1 for
Bi−1 < 1 and of the order of magnitude 10 for Bi−1 > 1.
Although this calculation does not account for the effect of
hydrodynamic interactions [62], it provides a valuable under-
standing of our experimental results, where vertical concen-
tration gradients are observed for Bi−1 < 1 and a
homogeneous suspension is observed for Bi−1 > 1.

The initial decay in stress observed upon flow start-up at
all shear rates logically suggests a time-dependent micro-
structural transformation. Therefore, both the applied shear
rate and the time allowed for restructuring plays an important
role in the apparent macroscopic properties of the suspension.
For Bi−1 < 1, this restructuring time is convoluted with the
continuous sedimentation that occurs over the entire shear
time. To determine the relative importance that the shear-
induced microstructure and sedimentation have on the appar-
ent macroscopic properties, ŵCB values are averaged over the
measurable Couette height and Bi−1 are plotted against the
applied shear rate in Figs. 10(b) and 10(a), respectively, for
different times throughout the Rheo-SANS test. Both Bi−1

and ŵCB remain nearly constant at shear rates where Bi−1 > 1.
For Bi−1 < 1, however, the effect of the growth and densifica-
tion is clear. For the initial 300 s, the apparent stress
decreases significantly, but the averaged ŵCB over all measur-
able heights, here a proxy for the extent of sedimentation,
remains nearly constant. This implies that the restructuring of
agglomerates is the main contributor to this large decrease in
the apparent stress at early times. At longer times, sedimenta-
tion occurs. At these times, the reduction in ŵCB averaged
over the middle half of the Couette geometry generally corre-
sponds with the further decrease in apparent stress. From
this, it is evident that the agglomerates first go through a
microstructural transformation and then begin to settle as a
result of this transformation.

It is important to note that this behavior may be present in
other suspensions that display long-range attractions between
particles that lead to a large-scale structure formation. This
can become a complicating factor in applications that require
long periods of flow and in measurements aimed at probing
the shear-dependent properties of a suspension. For parallel
plate and cone and plate geometries, the volume fraction may
not be evenly distributed across the gap, resulting in a mea-
sured response that does not accurately represent the bulk
material behavior. Furthermore, for Couette geometries, a
significant amount of the solid fraction will progressively
migrate to the bottom of the geometry so that the actual
volume fraction being measured is variable.

The measured shear-induced microstructural evolution of
this suspension of carbon black in propylene carbonate pro-
vides an understanding of observations that have previously
been made in the literature concerning the complex rheologi-
cal behavior of carbon black suspensions. Our measurements
show that for Bi−1 < 1, the two transient behaviors observed
in the stress and conductivity arise due to the densification of
agglomerates and resulting sedimentation. This densification
process has been observed previously by Osuji et al. for
carbon black suspended in tetradecane [35] and is a common
explanation for the shear-dependent macroscopic properties
of carbon black suspended in a variety of media. Our results
confirm this observation and show that sedimentation gives
rise to additional geometry-dependent complexities.

Tunability of macroscopic properties such as the yield
stress and conductivity are commonly observed in carbon
black suspensions [28,29] and are consistent with the
exchange of inter-agglomerate bonds for intra-agglomerate
bonds via densification upon transitioning from Bi−1 > 1 to
Bi−1 < 1. This exchange results in a decrease in the degree of
jamming with a decrease in shear rate where a weaker
network is achieved after shearing at low shear intensities as
illustrated in Fig. 11. Additionally, due to the sedimentation
that arises from this structural densification, it can be
expected that shearing for longer times at a shear rate where
Bi−1 < 1 will result in a progressively lower yield stress and
conductivity. Furthermore, the apparent shear-thickening
behavior shown in Fig. 3(c) and observed by Osuji et al. [35]
and Narayanan et al. [34] is directly identified as resulting
from the erosion of densified agglomerates and the capture of
propylene carbonate into the internal agglomerate structure
(Fig. 11) when the stress exceeds the macroscopic yield

FIG. 10. Summary of results from a Rheo-SANS experiment on a suspension
of Vulcan XC-72 carbon black in propylene carbonate with weff = 0.274.
(a) Apparent flow curves plotted as inverse Bingham number against shear
rate measured at different times where open symbols represent Bi−1 < 1
and closed symbols represent Bi−1 > 1. The value at t = 0 s (red circles)
was obtained by extrapolating the time-dependent stress response using an
exponential fit. Other flow curves were taken at t = 300 s (green pentagons),
t = 1800s (pink triangles), and at the final time of t = 4800 s (blue triangles).
(b) Different time points of ŵCB averaged over all measurable Couette
heights plotted against the applied shear rate.
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stress. Due to sedimentation, this apparent shear-thickening
transition becomes more severe with increasing shear time,
as is seen in Fig. 3(c). Our experiments measuring rheology,
conductivity, and microstructure show that the “true” yield
stress of the presheared suspension marks the boundary
between two microstructural and macroscopic trajectories
under shear flow. The first, for Bi−1 > 1, is characterized by
classical reversible thixotropy where the agglomerates
restructure due to the imposed hydrodynamic stress of the
flow. The second, for Bi−1 < 1, is identified by the densifica-
tion of agglomerates due to a balance of the shear stress and
developing elasticity of the network. This latter flow region
is heterogeneous and subject to sedimentation during flow.
By using a dimensionless group that takes into account the
yield stress of the presheared suspension, this behavior is
expected to hold more broadly for suspensions of carbon
black in a variety of media where factors such as interparticle
interactions, density mismatch, and shear history are subject
to change.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Rheo-uSANS and spatiotemporally resolved Rheo-SANS
measurements have been used to identify two shear-induced
microstructural trajectories for the suspension of carbon
black in propylene carbonate that explain the complex, shear-
history dependent rheology previously reported for this class
of dispersions. We show that the bifurcation of these two rhe-
ological behaviors are demarcated by the inverse Bingham
number, Bi−1= σ/σy, which determines the transient nature of
the suspension under shear. For Bi−1 > 1, open, relatively
small agglomerates are formed and the suspension remains
homogeneous under quasisteady conditions. In contrast, for
Bi−1 < 1, a shear-driven transformation from these small, but
open agglomerates to large, denser agglomerates results in a
steep decrease in both the apparent viscosity and conductiv-
ity, which continue to decline with shear time due to
complicating effects of sedimentation. The decrease in

hydrodynamic volume fraction associated with this micro-
structural evolution was shown to have a more significant
effect on the macroscopic properties than the slow migration
of carbon black associated with sedimentation. The measured
transient microstructural behavior and resulting change in
macroscopic properties have implications for applications
where processing or end-use require extended flow periods.
This microstructural characterization helps to explain many
observations in the literature regarding carbon black suspen-
sions including tunability of the yield stress and elasticity, an
apparent shear-thickening behavior, and transient macro-
scopic properties.
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FIG. 11. Illustration of the two structural categories achieved under shear. Each blue shaded circle represents one carbon black agglomerate comprised of
many primary aggregates. (a) The loosely connected network with large amounts of free solvent comprised of the large, dense agglomerates formed at Bi−1 < 1
and (b) the strongly connected network comprised of the small, open agglomerates formed at Bi−1 > 1.
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